
UNITED STATES

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
WASHINGTON D.C 20549-3010

March 28 2008

AnneT.Larin

Attorney and Assistant Secretary

General Motors Corporation

Legal Staff

MC 482-C23-D24

300 Renaissance Center

P.O Box 300

Detroit MI 48265-3000

Re General Motors Corporation

Incoming letter dated February 2008

Dear Ms Larin

This is in response to your letter dated February 2008 concerning the

shareholder proposal submitted to General Motors by the AFL-CIO Reserve Fund We

also have received letter from the proponent dated February 26 2008 Our response is

attached to the enclosed photocopy of your correspondence By doing this we avoid

having to recite or summarize the facts set forth in the correspondence Copies of all of

the correspondence also will be provided to the proponent

In connection with this matter your attention is directed to the enclosure which

sets forth brief discussion of the Divisions informal procedures regarding shareholder

proposals

Sincerely

Jonathan Ingram

Deputy Chief Counsel

Enclosures

cc Robert McGarrah Jr

Counsel

Office of Investment

AFL-CIO Reserve Fund

815 Sixteenth Street N.W

Washington DC 20006

DIVISION OF

CORPORATION FINANCE



March 28 2008

Response of the Office of Chief Counsel

Division of Corporation Finance

Re General Motors Corporation

Incoming letter dated February 2008

The proposal requests that the board adopt policy addressing conflicts of interest

involving board members with health industry affiliations including conflicts associated

with company involvement in public policy issues related to these affiliations

There appears to be some basis for your view that General Motors may exclude

the proposal under rule 4a-8i7 as relating to General Motors ordinary business

operations i.e terms of its conflicts of interest policy Accordingly we will not

recommend enforcement action to the Commission if General Motors omits the proposal

from its proxy materials in reliance on rule 14a-8i7 In reaching this position we

have not found it necessary to address the alternative basis for omission upon which

General Motors relies

Sincerely

Heather Maples

Special Counsel
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General Motors Corporation

Legal Staff

Facsimile Telephone

313 665-4979 313 665-4927

February 2008

BYE-MAIL
U.S Securities and Exchange Commission

Division of Corporation Finance

Office of Chief Counsel

100 Street N.W
Washington D.C 20549

Ladies and Gentlemen

This is filing pursuant to Rule 14a-8j to omit the revised proposal received on December 20
2007 from the AFL-CIO Reserve Fund Exhibit from the General Motors Corporation proxy
materials for the 2008 Annual Meeting of Stockholders

The proposal provides

Resolved Shareholders request that the Board of Directors the Board of General

Motors Corporation the Company adopt policy addressing conflicts of interest

involving board member with health industry affiliations The policy shall provide for

recusal from voting and from chairing board committees when necessary The policy

shall address conflicts associated with company involvement in public policy issues

related to Board members health industry affiliations and shall be explicitly integrated

with the Companys existing policies regarding related party transactions For the

purposes of this policy board members with health industry affiliations means any
Board member who is also director executive officer or former executive officer of

company or trade association whose primary business is in the health insurance or

pharmaceutical industries

General Motors intends to omit the proposal under Rule 14a-8i7 relates to ordinary business

matters and Rule 14a-8il0 substantially implemented

Relates to Ordinary Business Matters

Rule permits company to omit stockholder proposal from its proxy materials if it

deals with matter relating to the companys ordinary business operations The general policy

underlying the ordinary business exclusion is to confine the resolution of ordinary business

problems to management and the board of directors since it is impracticable for shareholders to

MC 482.C23-D24 300 RenaIssance Center P.O Box 300 DetroIt Michigan 48265-3000



decide how to solve such problems at an annual shareholders meeting Exchange Act

Release No 34-40018 May21 1998 This general policy reflects two central considerations

Certain tasks are so fundamental to managements ability to run company on day-to-day

basis that they could not as practical matter be subject to direct shareholder oversight and

the degree to which the proposal seeks to micromanage the company by probing too

deeply into matters of complex nature upon which shareholders as group would not be in

position to make an informed judgment Exchange Act Release No 34-40018

The proposal requests the Board of Directors to adopt policy addressing conflicts of

interest involving board members with health industry affiliations Assuring compliance with

legal and regulatory requirements as well as GM internal policies is fundamental

management function GMs code of ethics Winning with Integrity applies to the members of

GMs Board of Directors while they act in their capacity as directors as well as to all GM
employees worldwide Winning with Integrity requires all directors to act solely in the best

interest of GM and to provide GM with their individual loyalty in any situation presenting

conflict of interest Exhibit Moreover GMs Corporate Guideline Number 23 Ethics and

Conflicts of Interest states

The Board expects all Directors as well as officers and employees to act ethically at all

times and to adhere to GMs policies set forth in Winning With Integrity Our Values

and Guidelines for Employee Conduct available on the Internet at

httnI/www.gm.com/corporate/investorinformatioii under Corporate Governance
The Board will not permit any waiver of any ethics policy for any Director or executive

officer If an actual or potential conflict of interest arises for Director the Director will

promptly inform the Chairman and the Presiding Director If significant conflict exists

and cannot be resolved the Director should resign All Directors must recuse themselves

from any discussion or decision affecting their business or personal interests Exhibit

The Staff has consistently determined that proposals that relate to the adoption of codes of ethics

or monitoring compliance with such codes may be excluded pursuant to Rule 14a-8i7 because

they relate to matters involving ordinary business operations Electronic Data Systems

Corporation January 24 2008 same proposal and proponent Chrysler Corp February 18

1998 Lockheed Martin Corp January 29 1997 ATT Corp January 16 1996 NYNEX
Corp February 1989 The Staff has also determined that proposals relating to conflict of

interest transactions may be excluded under Rule 14a-8i7 because they relate to matters

involving ordinary business operations Genotrenics Biomedical Corporation April

2003 proposal that company not do business with any company in which board member had

financial stake was considered ordinary business because it included matters relating to non
extraordinary transactions Similarly the proposal submitted by the AFL-CIO Reserve Fund

deals with conflicts of interest which are matter of ordinary business subject to GMs code of

ethics applicable to directors and to all employees



Already Substantially Implemented

Rule 14a-8i1 permits the omission of stockholder proposal if the company has already

substantially implemented the proposal The substantially implemented standard reflects the

Staffs interpretation of the predecessor rule allowing omission of proposal that was moot
that proposal need not be fully effected by the company to meet the mootness test as long as

it was substantially implemented Exchange Act Release No 34-20091 August 16

1983 Significantly the Staff has not required that registrant take the action requested by

proposal exactly in all details but has been willing to issue no-action letters in situations where

the essential objective of the proposal as has been satisfied Masco Corporation April

19 and March 29 1999 MacNeal-Schwendler Corporation April 1999 General Motors

Corporation March 1996 Northern States Power Company February 16 1995 E.L duPont

de Nemours and Company February 14 1995

As quoted above Corporate Governance Guideline Number 23 requires directors to recuse

themselves from any discussion or decision involving their personal or business interests We
believe that this guideline reinforced by the conflict of interest provisions of Winning with

Integrity which cannot be waived for director substantially implements the proposal which

would require the Board to adopt policy addressing specific conflicts of interest and requiring

recusal when necessary GMs policy is broader in scope than the proposal contemplates but it

would apply to directors with affiliations with the health care industry Moreover because GM
requires directors to recuse themselves from any discussion or decision affecting their interest it

requires broader recusal than the proposal would which is limited to voting and chairing board

committee Accordingly we believe that GMs existing policies have substantially implemented

the proposal so that it can be excluded under Rule 4a-8i 10

Please inform us whether the Staff will recommend any enforcement action ifthis proposal is

omitted from the proxy materials for General Motors 2008 Annual Meeting of Stockholders

GM plans to begin printing its proxy material at the beginning of April We would appreciate

any assistance you can give us in meeting our schedule

Sincerely yours

Anne Larin

Attorney and Assistant Secretary

Enclosures

Daniel Pedrotty

AFL-CIO Reserve Fund
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American Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial Organizations

December 19 2007

By UPS Next Day Air

Ms Nancy Polis Secretary

General Motors Corporation

Mail Code 482-C38-B71

300 Renaissance Center

P.O Box 300

Detroit Michigan 48265-3000

Dear Ms Polis

On behalf of the AFL-CIO Reserve Fund the Fund write to give notice that pursuant

to the 2007 proxy statement of General Motors Corporation the Company the Fund intends

to present the attached proposal the Proposal at the 2008 annual meeting of shareholders the

Annual Meeting The Fund requests that the Company include the Proposal in the Companys

proxy statement for the Annual Meeting The Fund is the beneficial owner of 400 shares of

voting common stock the Shares of the Company and has held the Shares for over one year

In addition the Fund intends to hold the Shares through the date on which the Annual Meeting is

held

The Proposal is attached reprsent that the Fund or its agent intends to appear in person

or by proxy at the Annual Meeting to present the Proposal declare that the Fund has no

material interest other than that believed to be shared by stockholders of the Company

generally Please direct all questions or correspondence regarding the Proposal to me at 202
637-5379

Sincerely

Daniel Pc tty

Director

Office of Investment

DFP/ms

opeiu afl-cio

815 Sixteenth Street N.W

Washington tic 2ooos

202 637-5000

www.allcio.org

JOHN SWEENEY
PRESIDENT

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL

RICHARD TRUMKA
SECRETARY-TREASURER

ARLENE HOLT BAKER
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

Gerald McEntee Gene Upehaw Michael Sacco

Patricia Friend Michael Goodwin William Lucy

Robert Scardelietti Thomas Buffenbarger Elizabeth Bunn

Harold Schaitherger Edwin Hill Joseph Hunt

Cecil Roberts Edward Sullivan William Burrus

Edward McElroy Jr Ron Gettelfinger James Williams

Baxter Atkinson John Gage William Young

Vincent Giblin William Hite Andrea Brooks

Warren George Gregory Junemann Laura Rico

Robbie Sparks Nancy Wohlfoilh Paul Thompson

Alan Rosenberg Capt John Prater Rose Ann DeMoro

Frank Hurt

Leon Lynch

Michael Sullivan

Clyde Rivers

Leo Gerard

John Flynn

Nat LaCour

Larry Cohen

Thomas Short

James Utile
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DEC 202007

OFFICE OF SECRETARY
DETROIT
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Resolved Shareholders request that the Board of Directors the Board of General Motors

Corporation the Company adopt policy addressing conflicts of interest involving board

members with health industry affiliations The policy shall provide for recusal from voting and

from chairing board committees when necessary The policy shall address conflicts associated

with company involvement in public policy issues related to Board members health industry

affiliations and shall be explicitly integrated with the Companys existing policies regarding

related party transactions For the purposes of this policy board members with health industry

affiliations means any Board member who is also director executive officer or former

executive officer of company or trade association whose primary business is in the health

insurance or pharmaceutical industries

Supporting Statement

The Companys Presiding Director George Fisher also serves as director of Eli Lilly

and Company Director Percy Barnevik retired as CEO of AstraZeneca PLC in 2004 and

serves as chairman of the Boards Public Policy Committee Director Karen Katen retired as

executive vice president of Pfizer in2007 and continues to serve as chairman of the Pfizer

Foundation Each directors holdings in Eli Lilly AstraZeneca and Pfizer respectively vastly

outweigh his or her holdings in the Company

In our view our Companys existing director independence policies do not adequately

address the financial and professional interests of our Companys health industry affiliated

directors nor does our Company require that health industry affiliated directors recuse

themselves from Board decisions related to pharmaceutical or health insurance issues that are

significant social policies

Access to affordable comprehensive health insurance is the most significant social policy

issue in America according to polls by NBC News/The Wall Street Journal the Kaiser

Foundation and The New York Times/CBS News John Castellani president of the Business

Roundtable has stated that 52 percent of his members say health costs represent their biggest

economic challenge explaining The current situation is not sustainable in global competitive

workplace Business Week 7/3/2007

Health care costs could be cut by as much as $1160 per employee if Congress enacted

universal health insurance and required Medicare to negotiate prescription drug prices directly

with pharmaceutical companies Dr Kenneth Thorpe Emory University 2007

We are concerned that the financial and professional interests of health industry affiliated

directors could improperly influence our Companys position on significant social policy issues

that could benefit the Company For example the Company has kept Nexium an expensive

brand name prescription drug made by AstraZeneca on its formulary ata cost of $110 million last

year despite the existence of cheaper generic alternative The New York Times 0/5/2007

We believe that chairing committees or voting by health industry affiliated directors on

Board decisions on health issues may create the appearance of conflict of interest In our

opinion this proposal will help prevent health industry affiliated directors from compromising

their duty of loyalty to our Companys shareholders
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Winning With Integrity

NTRODUCT1ON

How These Guidelines Are Organized

Introduction This Introduction describes how to apply the Winning With Integrity guidelines who must follow them

penalties for violations and how to raise an integrity concern within GM

Guidelines The Winning With Integrity guidelines are organized by major themes Personal Integrity Integrity in

the Workplace Integrity In the Marketplace Integrity In SocIety and Our Communities and Integrity Toward

the Environment

Supporting Material The guidelines include helpful links to related materials including certain underlying GM

policies and specific examples to help you apply them

How to Apply These Guidelines

These Guidelines are designed to help GM employees understand and meet fundamental obligations that are vital to

our success Some of those obligations are legal duties Other obligations result from policies GM has established to

make sure our actions align with our core values and cultural priorities Compliance with both types of obligation Is

vital to our goal of winning with integrity

Who Must Follow These Guidelines

Employees and Directors

These guidelines apply to all GM employees around the world and to members of the GM Board of Directors while

they act in their capacity as directors

SubsidIaries and Affiliates

These guidelines apply to all staffs divisions and subsidiaries of GM For purposes of these guidelines subsidiaries

are companies in which GM directly or indirectly owns more than 50 percent of the voting stock Where GM owns

less but exercises management control case-by-case determination needs to be made as to applying these

guidelines

Third Party Representatives of GM
Some guidelines apply to consultants agents sales representatives distributors independent contractors and

contract workers collectively GM Representatives when they act on behalf of GM GM employees who interact

with GM Representatives must assure that those Representatives follow the applicable guidelines when they act for

GM

Waivers

In rare circumstances waiver to particular requirement stated in Winning With Integrity may be granted by the

Legal Staff Waivers must be requested and granted in writing Waivers for executive officers or directors may be

granted only by the Board of Directors or Board committee specifically as an exception to Corporate policy
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GM corp Gov Guidelines22 Page of 10

at the Corporations expense

22 Assessing the Boards Performance

The Board performs self-evaluation on an annual basis The Directors and Corporate

Governance Committee is responsible to report annually to the Board an assessment of

Boards performance The Committee usually reviews the evaluation structure prior to the

October meeting when the full Board conducts its evaluation during the executive session

The assessment Includes review of the Boards overall effectiveness and the areas in WI

the Board or management believes the Board can make an impact on the Corporation Th

purpose of the evaluation is to increase the effectiveness of the Board not to focus on the

performance of individual Board members

The Directors and Corporate Governance Committee also utilizes the results of this evaluE

process in determining the characteristics and assessing critical skills required of prospect

candidates for election to the Board and making recommendations to the Board with resp

to assignments of Board members to various committees.

23 EthIcs and Conflicts of Interest

The Board expects all Directors as well as officers and employees to act ethically at all tif

and to adhere to GMs policies set forth in Winning With Integrity Our Values and Guidell

for Employee Conduct available on the Internet at httpJfinvestor.gm.com The Board wil

permit any waiver of any ethics policy for any Director or executive officer If an actual or

potential conflict of interest arises for Director the Director will promptly inform the Chair

and the Presiding Director If significant conflict exists and cannot be resolved the IDirec

should resign All Directors must recuse themselves from any discussion or decision affect

their business or personal interests

24 ConfidentIality

Directors like all employees are required to maintain the confidentiality of information

entrusted to them by the Corporation or any other confidential Information about the

Corporation that they receive from any source in their capacity as Director except when

disclosure is authorized by the Board of Directors or legally required Directors are expect

to take all appropriate steps to minimize the risk of disclosure of confidential communicatic

coming to them from the Corporation and of confidential discussions involving Directors

discussions occurring at Board or Board Committee meetings are presumed to be confidei

to the extent disclosure of them is not legally required Directors may not use confidential

information for their own personal benefit or for the benefit of persons or entities outside th

Corporation or in violation of any law or regulation includIng Insider trading laws and

regulations These responsibilities with regard to confidential information apply to Director

during and after their service on the Board For purposes of this guideline confldential

information is all non-public information relating to the Corporation including information

could be useful to competitors or otherwise harmful to the Corporations interests or object

if disclosed

25 Boards Interaction with AdvIsors Institutional Investors Press Customers Etc

The Board believes that as general matter management speaks for General Motors

Individual Board members may meet or otherwise communicate with various constituenciE

that are involved with General Motors If comments from the Board are appropriate they

should In most circumstances come from the Chairman Any interested parties desiring

communicate with the Presiding Director or with the non-management Directors as grout

may send letter by regular or express mail addressed to the Secretary General Motors

Corporation MC 482-C38-B71 300 Renaissance Center P.O Box 33118 Detroit Ml 482

5118 Attention Presiding Director or Non-Management Directors

http //wwwgm.com/corporate/investor_information/COrp_gOV/gUideIifleS2JSP 02/05/2008
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February 26 2008

Office of Chief Counsel .-

Division of Corporation Finance

Securities and Exchange Commission

100 Street NE

Washington DC 20549

Re General Motors Corporations Request to Exclude Proposal Submitted by

the AFL-CIO Reserve Fund

Dear Sir/Madam

This letter is submitted in response to the claim of the General Motors Corporation

GM or the Company by letter dated February 2008 that it may exclude the shareholder

proposal Proposal of the AFL-CIO Reserve Fund Fund or the Proponent from its 2008

proxy materials

Introduction

Proponents Shareholder Proposal to GM urges the board of directors to take steps to

assure the independence of

board members with health industry affiliations The policy shall provide for recusal

from voting and from chairing board committees when necessary The policy shall

address conflicts associated with company involvement in public policy issues related to

Board members health industry affiliations and shall be explicitly integrated with the

companys existing policies regarding related party transactions For the purposes of this

policy board members with health industry affiliations means any Board member who

is also director executive officer or former executive officer of company or trade

association whose primary business is in the health insurance or pharmaceutical

industries



Letter to Office of Chief Counsel SEC

February 26 2008

Page Two

GM argues that the Proposal is excludable because it

relates to ordinary business matters 14a-8i7 and

has already been substantially implemented 14a-8i10

GM states that its existing code of ethics protects the interests of shareholders and assures

director independence Yet the Company kept the prescription drug Nexium on its formulary at

cost of $110 million in 2006 at the same time Ford Motor Company and Chrysler eliminated

the drug in favor of cheaper more effective alternatives like Prilosec Percy Barnevik

chairman of the GM Boards Public Policy Committee has been GM Board member since

1997 and was CEO of AstraZeneca maker of Nexium until 2005 Moreover GM has failed to

support significant policy issues like Medicare prescription drug price reform which would cut

GMs health care spending Directors George Fisher and Karen Katen like Mr Barnevik are

also officers or directors of major pharmaceutical companies which oppose this significant social

policy issue

Commission decisions on director independence and matters of significant social policy

clearly demonstrate that the Proposal presents matters that cannot be considered mundane in

nature They are neither matters of ordinary business nor has GM demonstrated that it has

substantially implemented the Proposal As Proponent will demonstrate director independence

is at the core of sound corporate governance and Commission precedent

II The Proposal presents the issue of director independence on matter of significant

social policy not matter of ordinary business

In Quality Systems 199 SEC No-Act LEXIS 558 June 1999 the Commission required

inclusion of proposal asking the company to amend its bylaws to require an independent board

of directors that would meet in executive session separate from the other directors at the end of

each Board meeting The company had argued as does GM here that that the Proposal violated

Rule l4a-8i7 as matter of ordinary business Shareholders in Quality Systems had requested

meetings of independent directors to protect their interests Proponent requests far less

intrusive amendment to GMs policies and procedures for independent directors namely the

recusal of health industry affiliated directors from chairing committees or voting on the

significant policy issue of health care reform

Health care reform is indeed significant policy issue United Technologies Corporation

2008 SEC No-Act LEXIS 123 January 31 2008 required the inclusion of proposal urging

the board of directors to adopt principles for health care reform The Commission did not accept

United Technologies argument that the proposal involved matter of ordinary business The

Boeing Company 2008 SEC No-Act February 2008 involved an identical proposal on



Letter to Office of Chief Counsel SEC

February 26 2008

Page Three

health care reform and the Commission rejected the companys arguments that the proposal

involved matter of ordinary business

At the same time Proponent filed the instant Proposal at GM Proponent filed virtually

identical proposals on this same issue at the American Express Company the McGraw-Hill

Companies and Electronic Data Systems EDS In addition proponents filed proposals calling

upon companies to adopt principles on the significant social policy issue of health care reform at

IBM General Electric and Bristol-Meyers Squibb Instead of seeking No-Action Letters from

the Commission to exclude these proposals American Express McGraw-Hill IBM General

Electric and Bristol-Meyers Squibb each commenced dialogues with proponents and each has

agreed to revise director conflict of interest policies or issue corporate statements of principles

for health care reform Proponents have agreed to withdraw the proposals and in the case of

Bristol-Meyers Squibb the company has withdrawn its request to the Commission for No-

Action Letter EDS whose request for No-Action Letter was granted Electronic Data Systems

Corporation 2008 SEC No-Act LEXIS 61 January 24 2008 has now agreed to amend its

conflict of interest policies after dialogue with the Proponent.2

Unlike EDS GM has record of director independence problems on both health plan

operations and the significant policy issue of health care reform While GM states that the

Company has protected the interests of shareholders with Corporate Guideline Number 23
Ethics and Conflicts of Interest it has granted preferential treatment to prescription drug

manufactured by AstraZeneca company affiliated with GM director Percy Barnevik GM
has also failed to adopt policies in support of Medicare prescription drug price reforma

significant policy reform that was opposed by the pharmaceutical companies whose directors also

serve as directors of GM

Genetronics Biomedical Corporation 2003 SEC No-Act LEXIS 527 April 2003
cited by GM did in fact involve conflicts of interest proposal but the Commissions decision

The McGraw-Hill Companies http//media.corporate

ir.netlmedia files/iroL/96/96562/Director_Code Ethics 2008.pdf accessed January 30 2008 American Express

Company email correspondence between Stephen Norman Corporate Governance Officer and Secretary The

American Express Company and Daniel Pedrotty Director AFL-CIO Office of Investment January 2008

Bristol-Meyers Squibb website posting http/i.bms.com/sr/key issues/contentidataireform.html Letter from

Heather Maples Special Counsel Division of Corporation Finance U.S Securities and Exchange Commission to

Amy Goodman Gibson Dunn and Crutcher LLP January 10 2008 IBM Letter from Randy MacDonald Senior

Vice President Human Resources IBM Corporation to Dan Pedrotty Director AFL-CIO Office of Investment

December 12 2007 attached GE Letter from David Stewart Senior Counsel Investigations/Regulatory

General Electric to Sister Barbara Kraemer President School Sisters of St Francis of St Josephs Convent January

25 2008

Email from David Hollander Legal Manager-Corporate Acquisitions and Finance EDS to Robert

McGarrah Jr Counsel AFL-CIO Office of Investment February 2008
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February 26 2008
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in Genetronics specifically noted that the proposal before the company attempted to deal with

all financial conflicts of interest involving directors and that it appears to include matters

relating to non-extraordinary transactions The Proposal before GM however is carefully

crafted to address only health industiy affiliated director conflicts of interest affecting the

significant social policy issue of health care reform

GM also cites ATTCorporation 1996 SEC No-Act LEXIS 41 January 16 1996

which involved proposal asking the board of directors to initiate review of the standards and

practices in the companys maquiladora operations and prepare report to be made available to

shareholders including recommendations for changes The Proposal before GM contains no call

for report or review of its standards and practices on labor and production operations The

Proposal is clear request for director independence policy dealing with significant public

policy issue before the board

III The Proposal has not been substantially implemented because significant director

independence problems persist under the Companys existing policies and practices

GM maintains that its existing policies and practices have substantially implemented the

Proposal Citing its Corporate Governance Guideline Number 23 the Company states that

GMs policy is broader in scope than the proposal contemplates but would apply to directors

with affiliations with the health care industry If the facts were as GM would have the

Commission believe them to be the evidence would not demonstrate the absence of any

Company policy or practice on what the Proposal specifically addresses namely conflicts

associated with company involvement in public policy issues related to Board members health

industry affiliations

Instead the GM policy cited in the Companys Corporate Guideline Number 23

Winning With Integrity Our Values and Guidelines for Employee Conduct contains not one

word on conflicts associated with company involvement in public policy issues let alone

conflicts related to Board members health industry affiliationsthe critical matter of director

independence presented by the Proposal.3 That policy is so broad that it does not even deal with

the director independence matters described in the Proposal

Conflicts of Interest

GM employees have duty to act solely in the best interests of GM and to provide GM with our individual loyalty

Avoid any activity investment or interest that might hurt or reflect badly on GM The appearance of conflict can

be just as damaging as an actual conflict of interest

Examples of potential conflicts of interest include

Investing in supplier dealer customer or competitor

Having close family members who work for suppliers dealers customers or competitors and

Employment outside GM without leadership approval
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Moreover GMs Guideline Number 23 has clearly applied to directors with health

industry affiliations That Guideline was in effect during the period of time in which GM
continued to keep Nexium on its formulary Nothing in that Guideline affected the appearance of

the conflict with GM director Barnevik Indeed GM continues to deny that there is any problem

with its director independence policies and practices GM Chairman and CEO Richard

Wagoner claims that there are no problems of director independence at the Company see

Attachment

GMs Guideline Number 23 was in effect when amendments to the Medicare Prescription

Drug Program were considered by the Congress These amendments were then and are now

significant social policy issue The amendments would permit the federal government to directly

negotiate the prices of prescription drugs and establish formulary thereby saving GM millions

of dollars in prescription drug costs Despite the fact that GM declared health care costs to be

major part of its plan for recovery the Company took no action to support the Medicare Part

amendments As chairman of the GM Board of Directors Public Policy Committee during this

time Mr Barnevik had the appearance of conflict of interest

In General Motors Corporation 2000 SEC No-Act LEXIS 585 April 10 2000 GM
was required to include proposal recommending that the audit nominating and compensation

committees of the board be composed entirely of independent directors GM as here had argued

that the Company had substantially implemented the proposal Yet careful examination of

GMs bylaws revealed that this was not the case The same is true with the instant Proposal

If our duties include contact with an organization that employs relative former colleague or someone with whom

we have significant personal relationship including romantic or sexual relationship we should take precautions

to avoid potential conflict of interest or even the appearance of preferential treatment The organization should

receive no advantage or disadvantage because of the personal relationship When presented with such situations

consult with leadership and if necessary step down from acting on behalf of GM
Hiring and promotions must not be influenced by candidates relationship to any employee including family

personal romantic or sexual relationships If people with such ties are hired or assigned steps should be taken to

avoid any reporting relationship either direct or indirect between them On rare occasions leadership senior to both

of the affected employees may permit reporting relationship between employees with such ties Such cases should

be reviewed with the GM Legal Staff or the GMNA Policy Development Employment Relations CoE to ensure no

conflict of interest exists in this regard

Use the GM Conflict of Interest Questionnaire to disclose those relationships and any other actual or potential

conflict of interest Disclosure lets leaders decide whether an actual conflict exists and how to address it if one does

exist The GM Conflict of Interest Questionnaire has been revised for 2007 All employees should complete the new

questionnaire keeping copy of it for their own files and submitting it for review by their leaders Later if any

circumstance covered by the Questionnaire changes the employee should promptly update the questionnaire The

disclosure process using the new GM Conflict of Interest Questionnaire has been made all-electronic for some

employees Where the all-electronic capability is not yet in place hard copies should be used as directed by local

HR leadership

Source General Motors Corporation Winning With Integrity Our Values and Guidelines for Employee Conduct

http//wv.gm.coincoorate/investor infoatioadocs/corp gov/i.pdf accessed February 22 2008
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Citigroup mc 2000 SEC No-Act LEXIS 326 March 2000 Quality Systems Inc 1999 SEC

No-Act LEXIS 558 June 1999

GM cites Masco Corporation 1999 SEC No-Act LEXIS 390 March 29 1999 in

support of its request to exclude the Proposal Yet review of that decision reveals that Mascos

board of directors had announced its intention to approve resolution in substantially the form

submitted by the proponent GM proposes to take no action whatsoever Indeed GM wrongly

contends that it has already taken the actions requested by the Proposal when the Companys

own actions under its current code demonstrate that it has not done so

IV Conclusion

General Motors has not met its burden of demonstrating that it is entitled to exclude the

Proposal under Rule 14a-8g The Proposal is not excludable under Rule 14a-8i7

The Proposal has not been substantially implemented by General Motors Neither the

language of its policies and practices nor their implementation apply to the Proposal The

Proposal may therefore not be excluded under Rule 4a-8i 10

Please call me at 202-637-5335 if you have any questions or need additional information

regarding this matter have enclosed six copies of this letter for the Staff and am sending

copy to Counsel for the Company

REM/ms

opeiu afl-cio

Attachments

Robert McGarrah Jr

Counsel

Office of Investment

cc Anne Larin Attorney and Assistant Secretary
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Daniel Pedrotty

Director AFL-CIO Office of Investment ATTACHMENT
815 Sixteenth Street N.W

Washington D.C 2006

DearDan

found my discussion with John Sweeney and you on health care reform in Washington

D.C very timely productive and informative It is clear we share the same high level of

concern and commitment to major reforms that provide access to quality health care

through comprehensive health insurance coverage for all Americans that is affordable to

individuals and families At the same time reform should be affordable sustainable and

continuous for the general public employers labor urnons and our government

In the current system health insurance is predominately provided by employers in that

system responsible employers conduct theselvcs in such way that all employees have

health iare However this system is filling and challenges the competitiveness of

companies that provide health care Costs are increasing coverage is decreasing and

employers are finding it more and more difficult to live up to their responsibilities

We agree we need new system in which everyone is covered and in which responsible

employers do not end up bearing the cost of insuring the employees of irresponsible

employers

The status quo is unacceptable This challenge needs to he addressed immediately arid

business labor and other interested groups should come together to agree upon plan for

shared responsibility and reforming our health care finance system to achieve these goals

Moreover we share the view that reform priorities must include all forms of prevention

and strengthening our foundation of primary care We also need to upgrade information

technology systems to support informed decision-making medical error eradication

medical practice transfiirmation performance and price transparency and simplifying

administration



appreciated the opportunity afforded to me by John and you to describe our leadership

at IBM At IBM we not only agree with addressing these reform priorities
but understand

the pressing need to take action For the uninsured these actions include leading multi-

employer efforts to create health care coverage opportunities for the working uninsured in

National Health Access and for the retired in the Retiree Health Access offerings

By the way ot infomiation the RHA options allowed IBM to offer its Medicare retirees

signi ticant double-digit premium reductions

Our actions at IBM with respect to the Institute of Medicines attributes for health care

have been equally aggressive IBM has been an early and persistent instigator of

transparency quality improvement and reimbursement reform We collaborated on the

LEAP Frog initiative for inpatient care improvement and the widely adopted Bridges To

Excellence office practice and chronic disease transformation initiative Most recently

we led transparency in pricing certification directed specifically at the Prescription

Benefit Management industry think this demonstrates that actions speak louder than

words and be assured we intend to continue our aggressive involvement

Perhaps our most challenging project is IBMs current work with physicians to change

the delivery of care so that we can all buy and receive comprehensive continuous

coordinated and holistic care from transformed primary care provider community IBM

helped create and chairs the Patient-Centered Primary Care Collaborative bringing

physicians and buyers together We want to drive change for both physician and buyer to

build strong patient-provider relationships based on better access reformed care

processes and personalization meaningful communication quality improvement and

reimbursement reform We know that this system foundation delivers better health

higher patient satisfaction and lower cost that other countries enjoy today

As we agreed the challenge is great and time is not on our side hope Ive made clear

we take our commitments seriously Thank you for the opportunity to exchange views

and to talk about the many things we are doing to drive system change and reform also

want to reaffirm my willingness to continue our dialogue in the future

Sincerely

Randy MacIonald

Senior Vice President Human Resources

IBM Corporation

cc John Sweeney
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ATTACHMENT

Mr Richard Wagoner Chairman and CEO

Genera Motors Corporation

300 Renaissance enter

Ietroit Michigan 48243

Iear Mr Vagoner

am writing 10 you regarding SCFIOUS conflict of interest that we believe exists on the

GM Board of Directors As you and the Board lead GMs North America turnaround health care

costs are critical issue Yet George Fisher the l3oards presiding director and chair of the

Iirectors and Corporate Governance Committee which approves the agenda for all Board

meetings chairs all executive sessions of the 11 non-management directors and advises you of

Board decisions and suggestions at all executive sessions is also director of Eli Lilly and

Company Percy F3arnevik the Board Public Policy Committee chair who according to the

Proxy oversees all Board decisionmaking on GMs strategies and plans. for health care

tamong other issues has served on the GM Board since 1996 and until 2005 was chairman

of AstraZeneca PLC iirector Karen K.atcn 3M director since 1997 is member of the

Boards .ommittees on lirectors and Corporate Governance and Executive Compensation Ms

Katen just retired in March 2007 as vice chair of Pfizer Inc and is currently chair of the Pfizer

Foundation She is also member of the Pharmaceutical Research and Manuthcturers of

America PhR.MA and retired in March 2007 as PhRMAs treasurer

While we are not in position to have the data we are also concerned that substantial

portion
of the wealth of Mr Fisher Mr Barncvik and Ms Katen is invested in the

pharmaceutical industry

Fach of these pharmaceutical companies and PhRMA are leading opponents of legislation

to reform price negotiations in the Medicare prescription drug program as well as an expansion

of Medicare to cover all Americans Needless to say each of these refOrms is in the interest of

GM and its shareholders because they would igniticantly reduce what you have termed the

Companys staggering and unsustainahk health care costs which equaled 548 billion in

iM Pro\ 2007
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2006 Given the fact more than 70 percent of retiree health costs for G.M workers are

prescription drug costs the conflicts between GM PhRMA Eli Lilly Pfizer and AstraZeneca are

almost certain to be immediate and direct

On behalf of the AFL-CIO ask that Presiding Director Fisher Public Policy Committee

Chair Barnevik and Director Katen be removed immediately from playing any leadership role in

consideration of any health care matters at GM and that notification of their status be

communicated to shareholders Their ability to influence and possibly control the Boards

consideration of or decision making role in health care matters taints Board deliberations and

decisions on this critical issue and raises actual and potential
conflicts of interest If uncorrected

these conflicts could lead to legal challenges

Union-sponsored pension plans hold approximately $400 billion in total assets and are

significant
holders of GM common stock Union members across America participate

in

retirement systems with assets in excess of $5 trillion Workers retirement plans are both major

shareholders and major bondholders of GM The AFL-CIO has serious concerns about the

adequacy of GMs corporate governance and ethics policies as long as these conflicted directors

participate in matters affecting health care at GM

While GMs 2007 Proxy Statement on Director Independence discloses the fact that

Directors Fisher and Katen were associated with Eli Lilly and Pfizer respectively that disclosure

is narrowly focused on supplier or customer sales or purchases involving GM Pfizer and Eli

Lilly That narrow standard resulted in the Proxys stated conclusion that Directors Fisher and

Katen relationships were not otherwise of an amount or nature to impede the exercise of the

directors independent judgment.3 GMs Ethics and Conflicts Interest requirements for

Directors however clearly state that the standards described in Winning With Integrity Our

Values and Guidelines for Employee Conduct apply to all directors of GM and that the Board

will not grant or permit any waiver of GMs ethics policy for any director.4

According to Winning with Integrity

GM employees have duty jnt estsof GM and to provide GM

with our individual loyalty Avoid any activity investment or interest that might hurt or

reflect badly on GM The appearance of conflict can be just as damaging as an actual

conflict of interest emphasis added

\Vall Street Journal June 2007

GM Proxy 2007 pp.8-9

Id at 10
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Given your clearly stated priority of reducing GMs health care costs nothing could be

more important than the absolute and undivided loyalty
of each and every GM director to federal

and state legislation and policy that reduces heath care costs Yet Ms Katen and Messrs Fisher

and Barnevik have long held positions with companies and with PhRMA which place them in

direct conflict with GMs best interests Specifically their companies and PhRMA have opposed

federal and state legislation to reduce prescription drug costs and require Medicare to directly

negotiate prescription drug prices with pharmaceutical manufacturers.5

Moreover with the 2008 presidential campaign now in full swing universal health

insurance will be top priority
for the next president plan to expand Medicare to all

Americans is unquestionably in the interest of GM and its shareholders because it would both

lower prescription drug costs and transfer substantial retiree costs to the federal government So

too are more limited reforms that would cover retirees and clearly establish single Medicare

price negotiation with pharmaceutical manufacturers Yet PhR.MA Eli Lilly Pfizer and

AstraZeneca have repeatedly stated they are unalterably opposed to such plan

GM needs to rid itself of this substantial conflict of interest on the Board of Directors and

aggressively address health care cost reductions and health care refonn in the Companys self-

interest Since Mr Fisher chairs the Directors and Corporate Governance Committee and

therefore has conflict in this matter we ask that you refer this matter to an independent director

on that Committee who can act in his place

look forward to your reply and would be happy to discuss this issue with you and the

Board as soon as possible

Sincerely

President

JJSIme

opeiu all do

cc Ron Getteltinger President UAW
Cal Rapson Vice President UAW GM Department

Slaughter LM Medicare Part The Product ofA Broken Process Engi Med 35422 June 2006

2314 Mello Studdert ON Brennan TA The Pharmaceutical Industry Versus MedicaidLimits on State

Initiatives to Control Piescription Drug Costs Engi Mcd 3506 February 52004 pp
609-613
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Mr John .3 Sweeney
President

American Federation of Labor and

Congress of industrial Organizations

815 Sixteenth Street N.W

Washington D.C 20008

Dear Mr Sweeney

Im writing in response to your June 14 2007 letter regarding health care costs

wanted to review your letter and my draft reply with the GM Board of

Directors at its next scheduled meeting which was held yesterday Let me start

out by saying that overall we at General Motors agree with your assessment

that containing and reducing the costs of health care including prescription

drugs for over one million GM employees and retirees and their dependents is

critical to GMs future success

For the record the statement in your letter that more than 70 percent of retiree

health care costs for GM workers is attributable to prescription drugs is

inaccurate Prescription drugs in fact account for approximately 32 percent of

GMs total retiree health care costs it is retiree costs that comprised nearly 70

percent of GMs total spending for health care in 2006 At any rate we agree that

the cost of prescription drugs is significant factor in our health care costs and

with the support of our labor partners we are aggressively pursuing number of

programs to rein in those costs At our Annual Meeting in June and In testimony

before Congress previously underlined the urgency of bringing all health care

costs including prescription drugs under control and urged the passage of

specific legislation that would do so As part of our turnaround plan we took

difficult steps in 2006 to revise health care benefits for U.S salaried and hourly

retirees but we recognize that the savings from those actions will eventually be

mere than offset by the continued growth in health care costs unless we can find

additional ways to economize

As but one example of GMs specific efforts in this area we lead the Coalition for

Competitive Pharmaceutical Market CCPM which brings companies

insurers chaift drug stores and other concerned groups together to balance the

efforts of the brand pharmaceutical and biotech industry in Washington CCPM
is working to obtain legislation that would close loopholes that can be used to

block generic drug competition and provide for generic competition in the
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biologics marketplace CCPM also advocates for legislation to increase

funding for the Office of Generic Drugs at the Food and Drug
Administration FDA As chair of CCPM GM has joined with AFL-CiO

on joint advertisements and letters to Congress on prescription drug
issues that support generics over brands

Within business trade groups like the U.S Chamber of Commerce the

National Association of Manufacturers and the Business Roundtable we

at GM have insisted on the urgent need to reform the health care system

despite periodic objections from some member companies Reaching

beyond our industry we have enlisted the support of other companies to

advocate for policies that would reduce the cost of health care provided

to employees retirees and their dependents

We have been proud to work closely with the United Auto Workers along

with the AFL-CIO as allies in facing this health care crisis Currently

we are pursuiu.g together the Access to Life-Saving Medicines Act which

would

Create pathway at the FDA that would allow the FDA to approve

generic versions of biologic drugs which could then compete with

brand name bioiogics Today biologic drugs are small proportion

of GM health care costs but their use is growing annually by 20 to 30

percent No generic biologic drugs are currently available

Close loopholes by applying pediatric exclusivity only to drug

products that are newly re-labeled with information about the use of

the drug in children and extending pediatric exclusivity by no more

than three months for blockbuster drugs In additioa close

loopholes used by brand drug companies to block generic

competition by filing questionable citizens petitions which can

freeze FDA action

Our efforts to control prescription drug costs and expand the offer of

effective generic drugs are just part of our comprehensive plan to

address our health care cost challenge For example GM is working

with the IJAW and other domestic auto manufacturers to gain support

for allowing employees who retire early to have access to the Medicare

program Similarly the same group is pursuing legislation to address

the extreme impact of catastrophic cases in GMs experience

approximately one percent of beneficiaries account for more than 25

percent ofour health care costs due to chronic disease and catastrophic

events We are also working with the UAW and other domestic auto

manufacturers on legislation to extend the Trade Adjustment Assistance

tax credit to early retirees of the auto companies
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These programs and all of our strategies for controlling health care

costs have been regularly reviewed and unanimously supported by our

Board of Directors The Board recognizes the importance of controlling

health care costs and has proactively supported this as one of our top

corporate priorities In particular the Public Policy Committee of the

Board receives regular briefings on prescription drugs and other health

care efforts can assure you that all members of our Board have fully

supported GMs initiatives

No member of our Board of ireetors has conflict of interest resulting

from relationship with the brand drug industry that interferes with his

or her ability to exercise independent judgment in the best interest of

GM and its stockholders As we disclosed in our 2007 proxy statement

the size of the business between GM and drug companies affiliated with

certain directors is not significant to either GM or the respective

company

It is also important for me to note that GM does not set the prices thatit

pays for prescription drugs it employs an independent pharmacy
benefit manager Medco to negotiate the lowest possible prices We

recently renewed our contract with Medco based on competitive bid

process which will result in significant savings In addition

independent audits of our agreement have confirmed Medcos

compliance including aggressively seeking applicable discounts and

rebates

Overall GM with oversight and support from our Board of Directors

has developed rnultipronged approach to managing health care

expenditures which aligns incentives for reducing prescription drug

costs for the benefit of GM and our stockholders as well as our

employees and retirees

Finally all GM Directors are required to comply with GMs Code of

Ethics Winning With Integrity which require that when the members of

our Board act in their capacity as GM directors they have duty to act

solely in the best interests of GM can assure you that all of GMs
Directors do in fact comply with this policy

have shared your letter with the Boards Directors and Corporate

Governance Committee at its August meeting As always the Committee

will continue to monitor any potential for conflict of interest If in the

future the Board or the Committee determines that conflict of interest

has arisen please be sure that we will take all the steps necessary to

protect the interests of GM and all of its stockholders
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Thank you for your interest in General Motors

Sincerely

/1
it Wagoner Jr

cc it Gettelfinger President UAW
Rapson Vice President UAW GM Department


